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This is probably the most advanced real-time 3D rendering demo application that I have developed so far. Since I’ve been using XNA a lot at my work, I decided to see how far I could push myself as a graphics programmer using the XNA 4.0 framework. What I ended up with was the XNA Buddha demo application. XNA Buddha is a real-time deferred rendering application whose main focus is to investigate the application of  more recent and advanced 3D rendering techniques features in many of today’s AAA titles.  I was inspired to create the demo after reading technical publications about deferred rendering from Guerrilla Games (http://www.guerrilla-games.com/publications/)  and DICE (http://dice.se/publications/directx-11-rendering-in-battlefield-3/). 

The core functionally of the XNA Buddha demo lies in the GPU rendering of different buffer stages, that are sampled to create the final deferred render (before applying post-processing filters to the final deferred rendered buffer image in order to create the final rendered image).  Each of the buffers is render target with a RGBA64  surface colour format  (64-bits for each sampled colour channel), and a 24-bit depth buffer with a 8-bit stencil buffer. Additionally, the shadow map is rendered to a 4096x4096 buffer. 

In terms of the buffer rendering stages, these are the main techniques employed for each of rendering stages in order of operation:

1) The depth buffer is computed first. This is computed using the standard equation of : worldPositon.z /  worldPosition.w (relative to the model-world view). 

2) Then the normal buffer is computed. This is computed as a normal map rendering pass, where the normal, tangent and bi-normal vector values are relative to the model world projection. 

3)  The shadow map depth buffer is computed next. Due to the application of variance shadow mapping, this depth buffer is slightly different from the normal depth buffer pass. The main difference is that the results of the pass are projected relative to the light-world view, instead of being relative to the model-world view. Additionally, the depth values are offset based on the summed “moments” of the partial derivative values of the x and y depth buffer screen coordinates (aka the mean and the mean squared depth map values). 

4) Using the results from the previous stage, the shadow map buffer is computed. The shadow map buffer makes use variance shadow mapping (VSM) (good source for VSM info: http://fabiensanglard.net/shadowmappingVSM/index.php). Basically, variance shadow mapping uses the summed moments of the depth buffer to compute the variance value of the shadow map that is projected from the geometry that occludes the directional light source in the scene. The level of occlusion is computed based on the varied probability of a given pixel in the scene to be occluded by the geometry, thus the amount of occlusion applied to it creates a shadow value. The variance sampling is performed by implementing Chebyshev probability function. This function returns the upper bound value of the sampled depth buffer variance, based on the condition that a given pixel is only occluded to some degree if the actual depth value sampled for that pixel is greater then the depth value stored in the summed mean value depth buffer. The computed shadow map value is then filtered using a 12 pass Poisson blur kernel.

For more info, check out GPU Gems 3: http://http.developer.nvidia.com/GPUGems3/gpugems3_ch08.html

5)  Next, the diffuse buffer is computed. The diffuse buffer returns the diffuse value of the of the given geometry based on the sampled value of the diffuse texture applied. Additionally, it also “tints” the diffuse value with the global  ambient lighting valued that is sampled from the skybox colour value. This ambient lighting value is computed using the principals of spherical harmonic lighting. This essentially samples the diffuse term of the ambient lighting value, by using pre-computed spherical coordinate values derived from Laplace’s equation.  The spherical coordinate values are used to apply a colour value that is offset from the sampled skybox UV coordinates. The offset is computed by multiplying  the objects normal vectors with the pre-computed spherical coordinate values.  This in turns creates a cheap global illumination ambient lighting effect that can add greater depth to the diffuse buffer component of a deferred rendering implementation. More info about spherical harmonic lighting: 
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~cs4162/slides/spherical-harmonic-lighting.pdf

6) Next the specular term that is stored in the specular buffer is computed. The specular model I decided to experiment with is based on the Cook-Torrence shading model. This lighting model is used to compute the specular term based on BRDF (bidirectional reflectance distribution function) values. BRDF computations treat a given geometry surface as it made up of many small “micro facets”, each causing the incoming ray of light to bounce around the surface before being reflected, absorbed and/or deflected. Thus, unlike the traditional Phong lighting model where the specular term is uniform across a given surface (and reflected back all at once at the viewer, to a given degree of specular power) - using the Cook-Torrence shading model, the specular term can be approximated for surfaces that naturally don’t reflect light in a uniform manner. The BRDF computation is computed by sampling a “roughness” value from a height map texture (sort of like a specular texture, but computed directly from a normal map and used to store the “cavity” values of a given surface texture) - and uses the Beckmann distribution function to scatter the light rays across the uneven surface sampled from the roughness texture. Then the Fresnel reflection term is computed before the final specular pixel value is returned. Here is a link to a good source that covers Cook-Torrence and other important lighting model HLSL shader implementations: 
http://content.gpwiki.org/index.php/D3DBook:%28Lighting%29_Cook-Torrance 

7) The environment mapping buffer pass is computed next. There is nothing special about this pass, just that it returns a per-pixel cube map based reflection sample of the skybox surrounding the mapped geometry. 

8)  At this stage, all of the previous buffers are sampled and used to create the final deferred render. What happens here is that the normal, diffuse, shadow, specular and environment map buffers are sampled. In addition, a height map sampler is also used in order to calculate the relief values used to create a parallax normal mapping effect. 
All of these samplers are combined together along with 12 point lights that are used to provide additional coloured lighting to the scene. The 12 point lights are all located around the main directional light, and the their individual colour  and reflectance terms are multiplied by the sampled environment map value (thus they change colour with the skybox).  The shadowing factor of each of the point lights is sampled from the VSM buffer. The main idea behind deferred rendering is to be able to compute many different directional and point light sources in the scene, without having to compute many different shader passes for each lit geometry surface. Without the overhead of the advanced rendering techniques described here, my demo can certainly handle more then 12 point lights. However, with the overhead of the implemented advanced rendering algorithms, and the fact that XNA support only up to Shader Model 3.0 (512 instruction slots max), the 12 point lights in the scene reach the shader computation limit for the implement deferred rendering system. 

9) The SSAO (screen space ambient occlusion) term is computed separate from the deferred rendering passes, and is merged together with the previous deferred render to create the final output buffer render composition.  The SSAO implementation I used is very similar to Crytek’s SSAO implementation, but uses only 10 passes instead of the standard 16 passes due to the restrictions of using Shader Model 3.0. The depth buffer (resample from the original depth buffer to create a more dense gradient) and the normal buffer are used to calculate the sampling of the random noise vector map around a pre-computed points in a hemisphere. This in turn creates the illusion of occlusion caused by a global hemispherical ambient lighting term(a cheap form of global illumination). The computed SSAO buffer is blurred in the post-processing pass before being applied to the deferred buffer to create final render. 
Some good links and examples: http://www.john-chapman.net/content.php?id=8 , http://www.theorangeduck.com/page/pure-depth-ssao , http://www.gamerendering.com/category/lighting/ssao-lighting/ .

10) The final pass is the post-processing pass. This pass combines the deferred buffer output and the SSAO buffer output and applies colour correction, edge blurring (based on a Sobel operator function) and SSAO blurring (simple 16 pass uniform pixel offset accumulation). The final image is then rendered to the screen. 



On a side note, the skybox is rendered as a 64-bit floating point image (A16R16G16B16 surface format), which enables it to simulate different levels of lighting exposure in the scene (which directly effect the reflection and diffuse values of the geometry surfaces of the scene, as they are sampled from/influenced by the HDR cube map textures that make up the skybox). Additional credits go to Jockum Skoglund (aka hipshot) for creating the awesome skybox textures and releasing them to the public (I‘m a bit a Quake 3 fan boy I must admit, so this is the site I got them from: http://www.quake3world.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=9242 ). 

In conclusion, developing this demo project has been a lot of fun and enabled me to prove myself in terms of being able to implement and use advanced current generation 3D rendering methods. I also wanted to show that XNA 4.0 can be used to create 3D games and demos using today’s standard real-time rendering methodologies (though I hope that the next release of XNA will include support for Shader Model 4.0 or even 5.0). You can feel free to download the project with all of the source code and to use it for your personal projects. If you come up with anything cool, let me know. 

Project Download Link (Includes all of the source code, shaders and art assets - XNA 4.0 / Visual Studio 2010): http://vladetastojanovic.weebly.com/portfolio

Side note: The SSAO in the video and the above image has been toned down (you have to go close to the Buddha model to see it), but in the actual demo the SSAO term is slightly exaggerated (increased radius and threshold), in order to give the final rendered image a more stylish look. 





